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Graduate Program Review 
Texas Tech University 

 
Program Reviewed:  Masters of Science Forensic Science (Science tracks and Advanced Investigation) 
Onsite Review Dates: March 1, 2015 
 
External: 
Frederic Tulleners, Coordinator  
UC Davis Forensic Science Graduate Program 
1909 Galileo Ct.  STE B 
Davis, CA 95618 
ftulleners@ucdavis.edu 
 

I. Academic Unit Description and Strategic Plan 
Please evaluate the following by marking an X in one of the blanks for each item: 
 
Vision, Mission and Goals 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     __X_ Needs Improvement  
 
Strategic Plan 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X__ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 

Please comment on the positive components and suggested areas of improvement.  
The mission statement for the forensic science program as stated appears to focus on in pursuit of legal issues as to 
how evidence is collected looks more like a law school venue.  The mission statement should focus on what you are 
providing the community by delivering students who have a state of the art education.   These students have been 
educated in the latest forensic science techniques.   
 
The strategic plan is  going in the right direction.  Its focus is on preparing the students for employment in a wide 
variety of law enforcement organizations.  By having two broad and distinct areas  the program may be trying to serve 
two masters.  The long term goals of undergoing the Forensic Science Education Programs Accreditation 
Commission (FEPAC) accreditation  is laudable but it will goes the two track to bifurcate.  The integration 
between the two tracks and with undergraduate courses is a questionable venue for the MS Forensic Science 
degree.  These students if they are research based generally will take 2-3 years to complete the degree.  That 
said, it would worthwhile to provide a forensic science orientation course as a general elective to the 
undergraduates at Texas Tech University at the lower division level to stimulate interest in the graduate 
program.  
 

II. Program Curriculum 
Please evaluate the following: 
 
Alignment of program with stated program and institutional goals and purposes 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     __X_ Needs Improvement 
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Curriculum development coordination and delivery 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     X___ Needs Improvement 
 
Program learning outcomes assessment 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     X___ Needs Improvement 
 
Program curriculum compared to peer programs 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     __X_ Needs Improvement 
 
Please evaluate the following by marking an X in one of the blanks for each item: 
Core Course Issues 
The core course curriculum does not meet the needs of either track or group.  The core requirements 
for the forensic scientist are partially on the right track. There needs to be a more detailed description 
of the proposed classes each track is required to take. While the FSCI 5350 Crime Scene class is 
appropriate for both groups, FSCI5351, the serial homicide class, is of no value to forensics science 
track and should be moved to an elective section for the advanced investigator.  There are other core 
courses that can provide more utility to both tracks.  The ANTH 7000 is too diffuse for a core 
courses should be replaced with course that incorporates Scientific Evidence, Ethics and Courtroom 
Testimony course that will benefit both tracks.  If FEPAC is to be considered, then the development 
of the some of their core requirements might serve well for a core curriculum.  The program lacks a 
seminar session.  Most graduate program require a 1 unit/semester mandatory seminar class every 
semester to learn about advances in the field presented by external experts.  This would benefit both 
tracks. 
 
The description of the program curriculum is rather spares and difficult to understand.  If it were laid 
out in order it would make more sense.  For example: Core course requirement for both tracks, 
Required courses from a certain block of courses for each track, elective courses for each track.   As 
it stands, the forensic science group can most likely meet their need given the number of technical 
courses at Texas Tech, but the forensic investigator may have difficulty in finding courses that are 
relevant to their track if the focus is employment in the identification section of a police department.   
 
Per the 2014-2015 student handbook the program requires 24 hours of graduate work plus 6 hours of 
thesis (6000) or 39 hours of graduate course work without a thesis, a comprehensive written exam in 
the student core area.   Does upper division courses apply to some of the required graduate hours? 
 
Learning Assessments: No objective or obvious learning assessments other than page 37 
 
Compared to peers: Most FEPAC programs have a very well defined curricula and set of 
requirements. The Texas Tech curriculum need to more clearly articulated.  There do not appear to 
be sufficient courses that are appropriate for the forensic investigator track, especially if they are 
seeking employment in the forensic identification area.  While the MS Forensic Science track has the 
technical resources, it seem to focus on chemistry and toxicology.  If the program wants to 
incorporate the student who is interested in DNA then a curriculum guide should be established for 
that area.  
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III. Faculty Productivity 
Please evaluate the following by marking an X in one of the blanks for each item: 
 
Qualifications 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     _X__ Needs Improvement 
  
Publications 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     __X_ Needs Improvement 
 
Teaching Load 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X__ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
External Grants 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     __X_ Needs Improvement 
 
Teaching Evaluations 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     _X__ Needs Improvement 
 
Professional Service 
___ Excellent     __X_ Very Good     ___ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Community Service 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X_ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Qualifications:  There is a need for faculty with a science based experience in chemistry or the biological 
science in order to help the forensic science students.  The university should be providing leadership in new 
research and innovation efforts in forensic science and in forensic investigations. 
 
Publications: The program director during the review period shows 6 peer reviewed publications on the 
CV.  Only one of these is in Journal of Forensic Science.  
 
External grants:  The program director during the review period had a grant was 6 years ago.  There 
have been no successful grant proposal since 2008.  
 
Teaching Evaluations: When asked, No class evaluations were available for review. 
 
Professional Services:  The program director during the review period seems to be active in many 
endeavors, committees, and organizations. 

 
 
IV. Students and Graduates 

Please evaluate the following by marking an X in one of the blanks for each item: 
 
Time to degree 
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___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     __X_ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
Retention 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     _X_ Needs Improvement 
 
Graduate rates 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Enrollment 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X__ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 

 
Demographics 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     __X_ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Number of degrees conferred annually 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X__ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Support Services 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     _X__ Needs Improvement 
 
Job Placement 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     X__ Needs Improvement 
 
Student/ Faculty Ratio 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     ___ Good     _X__ Needs Improvement 

 
 Please comment on the positive components and suggested areas of improvement  

Time to degree: For Thesis based  students 2.9 to3 year is normal for non-thesis student they should be able 
to finish in 2.25 years.  The TTU time to degree for this program is 2.00 to 2.5 years which is normal when 
most are class based course.  Apparently there was only one MS Thesis based degree during this reporting 
period.  
 
Retention: For 2012 53 % are in a graduating status.  They state that 20% dropped from the program.  A 20% 
drop rate is rate high for a program and could indicate that certain expectations are not met.  It would be 
worthwhile to follow with does person who dropped as the reason,  It could be scholastic, financial, other 
issues. 
 
Graduation Rate:  Graduation rate went down ~50% (19 to 10) from 2012-2014 
 
Enrollment:  Targeted enrollment levels of a joint program such as this can be ~ 15+ per year.  But 
a current proposal by one of the new directors has a different goal that will be discussed later. 
 
Job Placement: The employment roster listed 58 names and of these the report states that 13 (22%) 
are in a lab, 19 (33%) are in a Law Enforcement Agency, and 9 (14%) wherein a PhD program.  
There is no indication as to the job duties of these graduates.  In the future, a more meaningful 
survey should look at their actual occupation.  The 14% going to a PhD program is laudable.  
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Student faculty Ratio: One faculty person for this program is not sufficient especially when that 
person has to perform all the administrative tasks 

 
V. Facilities and Resources 

Please evaluate the following by marking an X in one of the blanks for each item: 
 
Facilities 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X__ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Facility Support Resources 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X__ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Financial Resources 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     __X_ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 
 
Staff Resources 
___ Excellent     ___ Very Good     _X _ Good     ___ Needs Improvement 

Please comment on the positive components and suggested areas of improvement  
Facilities: The Institute of Forensic Science facility is very adequate for teaching the advanced 
investigator track but is not adequate for the forensic science track as their instruments needs, lab 
space and ancillary equipment needs are not available.  The facility has a lot of small lab spaces that 
would serve an Identification section well (latent prints, photography, print development).  However, 
for chemistry, a typical GC-MS has 6-8 linear feet of bench space.  An FTIR requires 6 feet of bench 
space, a fume hood need about 6 feet.  Given these parameters, there is not enough room to 
accommodate the science based needs. 

 
Staff Resources:  If the program is able to obtain two assistant research track professors in a science based area, it 
would greatly enhance program.   
 
VI. Overall Ranking 

 
Please provide summative conclusions based on the overall review. 
 

• Texas Tech University should reconsider how they name the program as it can confuse the students and 
the outside employers. Traditionally, the Master of Science Forensic Science is for the scientist track, not 
for the advanced investigator, forensic specialist or forensic identification persons.  This is the one issue 
that separates  FEPAC accredited schools for a lot of other programs.  

• Master of Science Forensic Examiner was the original title but was apparently changes to Advanced 
Investigation because of possible conflict with the Medical Examiner.  A MS FS Advanced Investigation 
is a misnomer for this degree as these students will not enter into the field of Advanced Investigation when 
begin their career in a law enforcement agency.   Most of the students are focused on entering the 
identification section of a police organization 

• The program's overall curriculum and its required course work needs improvement.   
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• Lack of research based thesis for the forensic track is a matter of concern.  In a PhD orientated university, 
this is always difficult. One possibility is to pair the student up with a second or third year PhD student.  A 
lot of research in biology and chemistry has relevance to the forensic community.  i.se. ICPMS, stable 
isotopes, etc. 

• Intern project can be had for credit but should not be allowed to substitute for a thesis.  Intern jobs wary in 
quality and a lot end up being clerical by default unless the program has a MOU with the agency  

• Lack of forensic science experienced teaching staff but according to interviews, that is an issue that will 
changes. 

• A program that provides a forensic science degree in both areas may mislead the student in their job 
prospect.  Even with a master’s degree in a scientific field, a person with a non-science degree will not be 
offered a job in a crime lab.  The typical crime lab requirement is a BS/BA in a relevant scientific field.  A 
MS F.S. will not replace that requirement. 

• Overall grade profile for the incoming students is a 3.00.  This is rather low and one may not attracting the 
quality students that is needed for thesis research.   A GPA of a 3.00 means that the technical GPA of the 
science student is probably ~ 2.70 

 
Student Surveys:  While the reviews should cover the past  years dating back from March 2014, in fact some of these 
reviews may incorporate the director change that happened in 2014.   These reviews are very negative:  Overall 
numerical grade on a 1 - 5 scale gives the program 2.81 with a high of 3.95 and a low of 1.89.  Most of the student 
review comments are very negative.  Another common refrain from the students was the lack of accessibility to the 
program directors.  Part of this could be due to the 9-month position and perhaps an increase to 11 months would 
alleviate this situation. 

 
Interviews with Program Directors, Assistant Professor and Instructional Staff 
Apparently there are two program directors for this degree and the lines of authority are not clearly delineated.  Dr. 
Robert Paine is focused on the forensic science side of the house and Dr. Robert Morgan is focused on the Institute of 
Forensic Science 
 
Dr. Robert Paine 
We met with the Forensic Science program director Dr. Robert Paine on March 1, 2015. Dr. Paine has the correct 
vision as to the direction the forensic science program.  He is aware of FEPAC national accreditation standards and if 
he follows most their standards, TTU should have a recognized and credible MS F.S. program.   However there are 
some issues.  Dr. Paine wants only 4 students per year in the science based program or 9-10 students over a two year 
period.  This is may not be enough to sustain the program by itself.  He is also focused on the chemistry track and the 
toxicology track. While this is good, it ignores the DNA track.  Incoming students at other universities seem to have 
about a 50-50 split between DNA and Non DNA tracks.  Also about 50% of the job openings in a lab may be DNA 
related.  There is nothing wrong in focusing on the chemistry/toxicology as some universities focus only on the DNA 
track.  However, if TTU wants to provide maximum opportunities for gainful employment, one should consider DNA 
as one of the tracks.   
 
Dr. Paine receives no academic reduction of work time in recognition of his MS F.S. activities. 
 
Dr. Robert Morgan 
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Dr. Paine operates the University supported Institute of Forensic Sciences.  As such, he mentioned that one of their 
objects is to serve local law enforcement agencies by providing fee based training course.  He said he wants to increase 
the revenue in this area.  He also mentioned that he is in charge of the forensic science program student and that he 
works with Dr. Paine.  His vision for new enrollment is 15 student a year with a program average of 30 students.  This 
is noticeably different from what Dr. Paine proposes and it illustrates the mixed signals the students may be receiving.  
Dr. Morgan has a reduced course for his role as part time institute director. 
 
Dr. Morgan mentioned the need for two additional research practice professors in the Toxicology and Chemistry, but 
at an earlier time he mentioned his desire to upgrade the non-forensic post-doctoral student he has working for him as a 
grant writer.   The program really needs research practice professor in the sciences in order to serve both types of 
graduate student.  
 
Dr. Kathy Sperry 
Dr. Sperry states was not involved with the 6 year report review so she had no comments on its contents.  She said that 
she does not know what is going on and did not know there was a degree name change for the non-science portion of 
the students.  She mentioned the transition has not been smooth.  She was the director from 2002 - 2014.  She teaches 
serial crime scenes and would like to see more interdisciplinary courses.  
 
Instructional Staff. 
Two persons from the Lubbock PD provide instruction in the crime scene course which has Dr. Paine as the IOR. Both 
have MS degrees and one of them TTU. They are well versed in their job and have the relevant experience that is need 
to instruct in the crime scene course.  It would appear that they may relate well to the forensic investigator track 
student as that what most of the students aspire to be.  However, the term forensic investigator is a misnomer in this 
case. 
 
Site Visit to the Institute of Forensic Sciences  
 
The Instate is about 20 minute drive from the university.  It has several offices, a conference room, a large class, and 
3+ lab cubicle spaces that are adequate for a forensic identification program. During the day, the institute serves as a 
training center for local law enforcement clients.  
  
Interview with Program Students 
We interviewed about 5 - 6 students both together and separately.  The student where open with their comments and 
mentioned issues such a lack of communication with the program directors, and instructors.  They also commented 
about conflicts between the program's professors.  They commented about their page based requirements for internship 
report, a research report and a thesis report.  As a group they were not motivated to do thesis research. 
 
A more significant issue is that of one person in the Forensic Science track in Toxicology.  When asked about his 
undergraduate background he said that he had a psychology degree.  This person will not be hired by any accredited 
crime lab as they require a BS/BA in a science degree.  This should be corrected for the sake of the student and his 
future.  The student handbook under program requirements Section 5 would be the place to clarify this issue.  
Students attending the institute at night have no access to bus transportation after 7:00PM.  In some cases this can be a 
hardship and safety issue.  
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The forensic investigation track students are looking to becoming employed as crime scene specialists or technician in 
police laboratories.  They commented on the lack of relevant courses in the subject matter area.  
 
Summative Recommendations 
 
Name Issues 
I believe it would be in the best interest of the university to split the forensic science degree by renaming it in two 
fields, one a forensic science degree and the other a forensic occupational degree.  The two degrees could still take a 
set of common core courses.   
 
The MS Forensic Science should be retained for science based course work and research.   A better fit for the current 
Advanced Investigation would be MS. F.I.  or Master of Science Forensic Identification. 
 
Research Issues 
There is an significant lack of thesis research for the science portion of this program.  Ideally, 90% should be doing 
thesis research not 1%.  Some possible ways to change this: 

• Provide university acknowledgment or credit thesis P.I’s who reside in different campus units 
• Support each student with $2,000 that goes to the account of their thesis PI.  The PI can use it purchase 

supplies or provide travel funds to meetings, etc. 
 
Connection with Forensic Science Organization and Texas DPS Crime Lab 
Foster good relations with the Texas DPS crime lab.  The feeling persisted that there were some issue between the 
program and the DPS lab.  Also look to attend the Southwest Association of Forensic Scientists regional meetings.  I 
assume they hold a yearly meeting some place in Texas.  Make an effort to have the students present, present posters 
and papers so the program and its students receives local recognition 
 
The annual meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences held in February of every year is also a good 
venture, but it’s very expensive and can distant.  When writing grants for NIJ always place a spot in the budget for one 
or two people to go the Academy as this enhances the dissemination effort of NIJ. 
 
Core Course Issues  
Most of the current core course requirement are of marginable value.  In order to minimize expenses look at core 
course that benefit both track and accommodate future FEPAC accreditation requirements 

• Crime Scene course as is currently listed is relevant to both track 
• Scientific Evidence, Ethics and Courtroom Testimony is very relevant to both track 
• Technical Report Writing is very relevant to both tracks 
• Photography is relevant to both tracks 

 
Paper Volume Issue 
The program appears to have standards that require the following  

1. Intern paper 25 pages 
2. Research report 50 pages 
3. Thesis report 80 pages 
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This concept should be revisited.  For example, if a quality thesis paper is 20 pages, is original in its research, and in 
journal format, then that should be enough.  Actual publication with JFS may take 1-2 years.  Other journals (FSI) 
have much faster turnaround time.  The ideal goal is to have every thesis accept and published in a reputable journal. 
 
Seminar class 
Institute a mandatory seminar class at least the first year that can be use by both tracks.  One can bring in guest 
lecturers from law enforcement and academia presenting current topics. 
 
Student Funding and Research Grants 
There should be more of a focus in obtaining research grants.  The primary organization that provides forensic science 
related grants is the National Institute of Justice (NIJ).  This year they have $15,000,000 for basic research in forensic 
science but that amount does not go very far.   If a NIJ grant is written,  focus on first providing funds to the Graduate 
Student Researcher (GSR) and budget in travel funds for presented at local and national forensic society meetings. 
 
In the past there have been competitive grants awarded by the American Academy to students in the amount of $3,000 
- $4000 for FEPAC accredited schools.  Local forensic science organization may also be a source for lesser funds. 
 
M. S. candidate student will always have a hard time obtaining a campus based job such as TA.  This is as expected 
since the typical research university is focused on supporting the PhD program. 
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These are some suggestion as to how to organize the program and are not part of the 
review report 

 
Proposed Forensic Investigator Courses 
 
Look at developing the following program, for the investigator or for the classification of Forensic 
Identification. These courses are more relevant to their tracks and their proposed occupation. 

Advanced Investigator Forensic Identification 
Core Courses Core Courses 

Crime Scene I (3) Crime Scene I (3) 
Scientific Evidence, Ethics & Courtroom 
Testimony (3) 

Scientific Evidence, Ethics & Courtroom 
Testimony (3) 

Technical Report Writing (2) Technical Report Writing (2) 
Forensic Photography (3) Forensic Photography (3) 
Seminar class (1) Seminar class (1) 

Curriculum Courses Curriculum Courses 
Homicide Investigation Crime Scene II 
Interrogation techniques  Latent Print Identification 
Serial Homicides Latent Print Techniques 
Cold Case Analysis Latent Print Analysis 
Investigation of child abuse or sex crimes Computer Aided Design - Scene focus 
Pathology of Wounds (basic Forensic 
Pathology course) 

Forensic Photography 

Technical Report Writing Bloodstain Pattern Analysis 
Basic PC Forensics Technical Report Writing 
Link Analysis Recovery of footwear & Tire track evidence 
Interrogation techniques Shooting Reconstruction 
Interrogation techniques Bloodstain pattern Interpretation 
Investigating Officer Involved Homicides  
Gang Investigation  

 
• If you maintain the non-thesis option for this classification, make the program more rigorous with a 

capstone project that involves some of the following 
o Substantially more course work 
o A broad based comprehensive exam  
o A written report.  Perhaps an extensive literature review of a given topical area completed in 

journal format so that it could be sent to a journal and also presented to the class and 
community.  The Journal of Identification could provide ideas. 

 
 
 
Proposed Forensic Scientist Courses 
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Note that the DNA track 
student need certain class in order to be employed as a DNA analyst and as a technical lead. These 
requirements are as follows from the FBI web site at http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/biometric-
analysis/codis/qas_testlabs 
 
DNA Requirements 
 
5.2.1 Minimum educational requirements: The technical leader of a laboratory shall have, at a minimum, a 
Master's degree in a biology, chemistry, or forensic science-related area and successfully completed 12 
semester or equivalent credit hours from a combination of undergraduate and graduate course work covering 
the following subject areas: biochemistry, genetics, molecular biology, and statistics or population genetics. 
5.2.1.1 The 12 semester or equivalent credit hours shall include at least one graduate level course registering 
three (3) or more semester or equivalent credit hours. 
 
The analyst shall be an employee of the laboratory and meet the following qualifications 
5.4.1 Minimum educational requirements: The analyst shall have a bachelor’s (or its equivalent) or an 
advanced degree in a biology, chemistry, or forensic science-related area and shall have successfully 
completed course work (graduate or undergraduate level) covering the following subject areas: biochemistry, 
genetics, molecular biology; and course work and/or training in statistics and/or population genetics as it 
applies to forensic DNA analysis. 
 

Forensic Sciences 
Chemistry/Toxicology 

Forensic Sciences 
Chemistry/Toxicology 

Core Courses Core Courses 
Crime Scene I (3) Crime Scene I (3) 
Scientific Evidence, Ethics & 
Courtroom Testimony (3) 

Scientific Evidence, Ethics & 
Courtroom Testimony (3) 

Technical Report Writing (2) Technical Report Writing (2) 
Forensic Photography (3) Forensic Photography (3) 
Seminar class (1) Seminar class (1) 
Curriculum Options (most 3 units) Curriculum Options (most 3 units) 

Fundamentals of Forensic Science Fundamentals of Forensic Science 
Analytical Chemistry Biology 
Quant or Qualitative Analysis with 
Lab 

DNA Analysis  

Spectroscopy Forensic Statistics 
Spectroscopy or Organic Compounds Molecular techniques 
Polarized Light Microscopy Forensic Genetics Next Generation 
Fundamentals of Forensic Science Analysis of non- human DNA 
Arson Analysis Transmission Genetics 
Analysis of Toxicant Human Genetics 
Forensic Statistics Recombinant DNA Technology 

  

http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/biometric-analysis/codis/qas_testlabs
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/biometric-analysis/codis/qas_testlabs

